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Cloud Management Made Simple
with the Power of VAST View™

 
  
  
 
   

The Challenge
Managing cloud infrastructures can be substantially 
more complex than traditional data infrastructures; 
however, cloud infrastructures have the potential to 
become highly optimized, intelligent systems that 
improve enterprises. 

With the opportunity to automate tasks and processes 
combined with the expertise of a managed service provider, 
the relationship between scale and complexity is rapidly 
diminished. VAST View™ is a policy-driven solution that 
provides full visibility across cloud infrastructures, allowing 
the ability to identify optimization opportunities for cost, 
usage, performance and security, and then automations 
to simplify. 

What is VAST View™?
VAST View™, powered by CloudHealth, is the leading 
Cloud Service Management platform, providing a centralized 
console to simplify management and streamline billing to 
deliver value added services. VAST View™ integrates with 
public cloud service providers like Amazon Web Services, 
Google Compute Platform, Microsoft Azure, and resources 
in the data center. The platform provides a centralized hub 
with consolidated data, robust analytics, integrated reporting, 
optimization recommendations, and governance. 
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Benefits of VAST View™

CUT COSTS
•   Save 10-20% on cloud expenses 
     starting day one
•   Keep cloud resources optimized 

GO FASTER
•   VAST View™ helps reclaim hundreds 
     of hours per year
•   Manage and understand 
     cloud performance

REDUCE RISK
•   Governance simplified – 
     create rules to manage infrastructure
•   Stay ahead of vulnerabilities before 
     they cause problems 

SIMPLIFY MANAGEMENT
•   Rightsize millions of instances 
     with one click
•   Tame shadow IT with visibility 
     across all users 
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Cloud Management Services
 

•    Customer billing and burndown tracking

•    Create dynamic business groupings, called Perspectives

•    Cost, usage and performance management reporting 

•    Customer Health Checks     

•    Cost optimization and recommendations  

•    Rightsizing analysis and recommendations  

•    Centralized governance and policy management  

•    Cloud migration assessments to AWS or Azure   

Extended Service Profile

•    Reporting, monitoring, management, and remediation  
      on behalf of clients 
    
•    Monitoring, reporting, and assessments with    
      recommendations for overall cloud management  
      and optimization opportunities
  
•    Assessment services which highlight opportunities and 
      recommendations for optimization of cost, performance, 
      cloud governance, and security  

VAST View™Offerings
Managed Service levels aligned with business objectives 

•    Cloud Essentials

•    Optimization and Management

•    Governance, Policy and Security 

•    Orchestration and Automation

Learn more at www.vastITservices.com


